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• Provide an environment rich in opportunities to
nurture new and unexpected interdisciplinary

The Crucible ambition

collaborations between researchers who may
not normally meet and interact.
•

To form local network of peers among talented
and ambitious early career academics and
researchers.

•

To consider all aspects of knowledge exchange
and the social and economic implications of
research, and to develop a wider view of the
world of research.

•

To make researchers more aware of the skills
and attitudes of innovators.

• To enhance grant-capture opportunities.

Crucible programme structure
• Programme based on original NESTA Crucible
• First time programme was run within a single institution
• Ran twice: Crucible I in 2012 and Crucible II in 2014
• University wide panel for selection of participants
• Selection of 30 applicants per programme based on:
o Excellence in research
o Demonstration of an interest and/or experience in interdisciplinary research
o Interest in creative thinking and breadth of collaboration
o Commitment to the broader role of science in society
• Commitment to attend 3 Labs (each are 2 day residentials) and to participate in all activities
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Interdisciplinary collaboration
as a social practice

The Labs

Imagine what you could achieve if
you put your heads together

Lab 1 – Looking outwards
• What role does academic research play in society?
• How and why should we engage‘the public’?
• What is the relationship between the media and research?

• How does the interface between researchers, policy and
government work?
• How can my work have a social and/or economic impact?

Lab 2 - Your research community and networks
• How can we foster more interdisciplinary research?
• How can we bridge the cultural gap between
different disciplines?
• What are the challenges in the infrastructure and culture of
your institutions/companies that impede collaboration and
innovation?

Lab 3 - Yourself
• Examining some of the individual skills and attributes that
are characteristic of innovators

• Such as:
• self awareness
• ability to collaborate
• creativity
• risk-taking

• Crucible ltd.

Seed funding projects
• A motivator for participation in programme and time investment

• Leverage to negotiate participation with line managers
• Putting into practice learning from the programme

• Making these interactions “real”
• First time experience of applying
for funding for some researchers
• Peer exchanges between
participants on the process of
applying for funding

Process for seed funding

Reflections of researchers about the
Minds Investors event
“The spectators present at the festival were very interested in our
proposal and asked us questions or made observations that proved of
paramount importance in the clarification of our final proposal for

funding. Although the majority of the discussions we had with the
audience were positive, there were some members of the public who
questioned the concept of our project and the artistic reasoning at the
basis of it. These questions proved to be extremely useful not only
because by responding to them we clarified even more the conceptual
framework of our project but also by providing constructive feedback
they alerted us to issues that we had not considered before.”

Seed-funding for collaborative & interdisciplinary projects
• 2 types of awards: £5K or £10K

• 18 projects put forward/10 projects funded during Crucible I
• 21 projects being developed for Crucible II
• 27 of the 30 participants put projects forward in Crucible I
• On average, each participant was part of 2 collaborative projects
• Projects had between 2-9 collaborators
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Funded projects
• Engineering a lymphotactin analogue for
targeting oral cancer cells
• Breaking and entering into leukaemia
cancer cells
• Computing to understand cancer
• Using intelligent hovering robots to secure a

Interdisciplinary distance travelled

sustainable
• Tales of the River: Understanding the Social
Benefits from the River Derwent
• University inventors
• Is it always better to know?
• Phoenix Project: Surviving Cancer
• The condoms of Tomorrow
• Tract: Art, Research & Urban Space

Collaborative risk

Types of project funded

Chance to meet lots of interesting people and changing your perception of research
outside your field
Feel I could contact anyone about a project idea in the future - either to collaborate
or to meet others through that person
I could never imagine that I could develop two good project ideas with colleagues
in just six days! Crucible made this happen! These ideas can potentially lead to two
large projects!

It is an eye-opening workshop that enabled me to 'think outside the box' and
engage in projects that I wouldn’t normally have the time or place to come up
with
Has motivated me to develop collaborations and value them

I feel I am involved in a really promising
collaborative research relationship which
has the potential to generate important
research, which could inform the
development of policies in relation to
issues which are crucial to society

Makes things happen

Motivational
Nice to see what other disciplines find interesting about my work

No hierarchy

It has spurred me on to develop and
persevere with collaborations outside
Crucible

Vital elements of the programme
 Residential stay
 Good quality accommodation, good food and
drinks
 Input from a very diverse range of people
 Input from diverse disciplinary backgrounds
 Invitation of senior academics to provide

input and/or share dinner with Crucible
participants (eg. PVC for Research &
Innovation, PVC for Science, Head of

Engagement with research, )

Bonuses

Incorporating an entrepreneurial activity

Crucible I
• Competed for funding for an App development- Rapid research
• Funding for Master student to develop App
• Good initial first phase of development, but difficulty in accessing follow-up funding
Crucible II
• Funding assigned for one project for exploration of a ‘social enterprise’ concept
• Use of the Vitae resources on social enterprise

Making Crucible possible in your institution

1. What would be the barriers & challenges for you to run such

programme?
1. How can you influence senior management to invest in Crucible?
1. How does Crucible fit in your current programme & what would

be the benefits & added value?
1. How could institutions collaborate to run regional Crucible?

Researchers learning during seed projects
• First time experience of being a PI
• Challenges of working with collaborators:
o Delivery of agreed input

o Costing of the time of collaborators
o Divergent ethical perceptions &
considerations
• Balancing their main research projects and taking
additional project responsibilities

Challenges of running the programme
• Challenge of convincing researchers to put 6 days aside
to commit to their development
o Access to seed funding was an important
motivator- substantial amount available
o Identifying researchers able to take part in the
Labs and having contracts long enough to benefit
from seed funding

• Buy-in from senior academics to encourage/ invite
early career researchers to take part
• Funding:
o Accessing & pulling funding from diverse sources
o Timings of the funding
• Timings to announce to scheme- often not early
enough for lecturers to get time out of teaching
• Recruiting in particular disciplines such as Arts and
Humanities

Challenges of running the seed projects
• Some researchers on short-term contracts
moving onto other positions

• Maintaining involvement in projects when
researchers moving into new jobs
• Negotiation of time with Principal
Investigators when working on side
projects
• Researchers with limited experience of
budget management. Challenges

compounded when project run across
several departments
• Projects were ambitious. Researchers with
little experiences of assigning cost to their
time

Impact on research
• Applied or applying for larger funding
• New technology developed/key preliminary data/ proof of concept/ start of fellowship
projects
• Collaborations continuing beyond the funding
• New research skills set gained, for example:
o

Scientist, engineer & law academic accessing training to design and analyse questionnaires. Consideration of

research method selection- qualitative versus quantitative. This is leading to impacts in aspect of learning and
teaching, gaining better designed questionnaires to get feedback from students
o

Law academic undertaking first empirical project

• New research skills enabling additional collaborations within department/ other
departments & external stakeholders
• First experience in commercialisation and patent application (eg. software Osteolytica)
• Becoming involved with external stakeholders and national committees
• Papers in development based on Crucible projects

Impact on teaching/ supervision
• Aspects of Crucible projects incorporated into teaching modules: eg. law for engineers
• Creating additional links within the University: eg. commercialisation team, Think Ahead
team, Inkforge, University of Sheffield Enterprise

• Gaining PhD/ Master students as co-supervisors to follow-up Crucible projects
• Funding for UG summer projects based on Crucible funding via SURE scheme

Impact for the University
• Involvement of Cruciblers in BBSRC Excellence with impact

• Researcher persuaded to undertake substantial media work-BBC series The Welsh body
• Knowledge gained on IP/ commercialisation skills & awareness of researchersinput into researcher development activities and online resources, collaboration with
Researcher developers and commercialisation team.
• Public engagement activities (eg. Café
Scientifique). These events leading
to broader contacts in other
researcher communities and job
opportunities.
• Gaining funding for artist in residence
for the Faculty of Engineering

Impact on careers
• Successful transfer to fellowships in same/other faculty/ department
• Successful transitions to lectureships
• Feeling better prepared for interviews
• Several participants transited to VC fellowships- “recruitment of the best
researchers”
• Track record of successfully applying for funding perceived as an important

element in success for fellowships and for other positions
• Feelings of being better connected within the university

Lab 4
•
•
•
•
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•
•
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•
•
•
•

2 books written
12 papers accepted
1 grant funded
2 fellowships gained
3 houses bought
1 baby born
1 book written
2 editors appointed
2 new PhD students
2 new labs started
1 new Group Leader
2 conferences held
1 patent pending

Further info/videos
Leading interdisciplinarity: creating environments for success. 2013. Leadership
Foundation for Higher Education

Crucible in a box: http://crucibleinabox.nesta.org.uk
Link to videos from previous participants:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9ldFOf-lBQ&feature=youtu.be
Minds Investors during the Festival of the Minds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCddLlCFAk&feature=share&list=UUqlBlJadHtV7hLCHtr5SFdA

